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FIGURE 7.1 Income Level and Growth Rate by World Region 
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Note: For the global North overall, GDP per capita is $35.000. 

The MiJdle East is ahout as JevclopeJ as China in terms of GDP per c1pit;i, hut is growing 
at only half the rate. Later in this chapter we will explore the reasons t� ir these ,liffrrences 
in economic growth, hut here we note simply that the world's regions ,·;m·, H1 h, )th income 
and growth, with the two dimensions not correlated. 

According to the World Bank, hetween 1990 and 2005 incomes per perslln (adjusted 
for inflation, in today's dollars) in the glohal South as a whole rose from ;1hout $3,000 to 
ahout $5,000. ln the glohal North they rose from ahout $20,000 to ah, )lit $28,000. Does 
this indicate a slow closing of the gap hecause the ratio fell from ahllut 6.6 to 5.6 as the 
result of a higher rate of growth in the South? Or does it indicate a \\·idening of the 
gap hetween a person in the North and one in the South hecause in absolute terms, it 
increased from $17,000 to $23,000? Each has some truth. 

Basic Human Needs 

Some countries in the global South have made rapid progress in raising incomes, hut 
others are caught in a cycle of poverty. In order to put economic growth on a tirm foun
dation, the basic human needs of most of the population must he met. People need food, 
shelter, and other necessities of daily life in order to feel secure. Furthermore, as long as 
people in the glohal South hlame imperialism for a lack of hasic needs, extreme poverty 
fuels revolution, terrorism, and anti-Western sentiments. 

Children are central to meeting a population's hasic needs. In particular, education 
allows a new generation to meet other hasic needs and move through the demographic 
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